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“Potential Futures” 

 

For my project, I have created three original illustrations that depict three different 

potential futures of human evolution.  “Genes” shows a pregnant woman picking out 

facial features off of a screen with a scientist.  This is portraying the potential for a self-

directed course of evolution, in which we ourselves act as the selective pressure, and 

design our own progeny (Angelle).  “Memes” shows a musician, and a younger girl 

emulating her style.  This shows the cultural evolution, the passing along of ideas, fads, 

and trends.  This, of course, is happening right now, but I predict the future holds even 

wackier memes, as more memes give rise to even further memes (Burbirdge).  There is 

no biological trait being passed down in these illustrations, just cultural ideas.  There is 

not prefect copy fidelity in the illustration, showing that the variation or mutation within 

meme evolution happens because no one copies anyone else exactly.  The third 

illustration is “Temes,” the evolution of technology to the point where it is in control of 

human (Blackmore). A man with an iPod plugged into his eye sockets is closed off to the 

rest of the world, completely at the mercy of the technology that controls his world.  All 

three deals with a different aspect of human evolution, and show three different routes 

our evolution could take.  However, I don’t think that these three scenarios are mutually 

exclusive.  Because each focuses on a different type of evolution, they are not in conflict 

with each other and all have potential to be reality. 
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